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CASE STUDY 

“WHEN WE STARTED USING ILIVE THERE WAS SUCH A CLARITY OF THE SPEAKER’S WORDS THAT 

CONGREGANTS BEGAN COMPLIMENTING THE SOUND. THE INDIVIDUAL LIMITERS, COMPRESSION 

AND GATES ON EACH MICROPHONE INPUT ARE A BIG ADVANTAGE. WE WEREN’T BUILT TO BE A 

CONCERT HALL BUT THE ABILITY TO DISTINGUISH THE DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS AND VOICING IS 

WONDERFUL, I CAN REALLY MAKE THE GUITAR POP, FOR EXAMPLE. THE ILIVE MIXING TOOLS 

ENABLE US TO BALANCE THE TOTAL SUM OF THE AUDIO TO CREATE  

A BEAUTIFUL WORSHIP EXPERIENCE.”  

 

JEFF OWEN – TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 

OAKWOOD BAPTIST  
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The Requirement 

From traditional services to concerts and community events, Oakwood 

Baptist Church in New Braunfels, Texas is a multi-purpose worship 

venue with several spaces requiring flexible, reliable and clear audio.  

With their worship services and events continually growing and a new 

children’s space being created, the church decided that more 

investment was needed in its audio systems. 
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The Solution 

Doug Windell, design manager with Ace Audio in Hutto, Texas was the man 
tasked with finding an audio solution for the church. 
 
To replace the church’s old analogue console, Windell recommended a 
modular iLive 144 surface, together with an iDR10 modular MixRack with 8 
input cards and 4 outputs cards providing some 64 inputs and 24 outputs. An 
xDR-16 expander rack was also installed onstage to give extra inputs for 
multiple audio sources. 

Another challenge for the Oakwood Baptist’s technical director, Jeff Owen 
and his team was the overflow room adjacent to the main worship sanctuary. 
“We recently had the opportunity to mix our overflow room using a wireless 
access point connected to the iLive network. All we had to do was have one 
person in the room with an iPad mixing the audio signal with the Allen & 
Heath OneMix app,” Owen enthuses. “Challenge solved!” 
 
The church also opened a new children’s space close to the main worship 
centre. An iLive-T80 Surface with iDR-48 MixRack was installed not only to 
run the A/V needs of the children’s activities but as a training console for the 
all members of the volunteer audio team.  

“The kids space mainly does dramas and video presentations so there is 
more of an A/V slant to the technology needs. The T80 serves us perfectly 
for the Children’s space but also to train the future audio techs for their duties 
in the main sanctuary,” states Owen.  
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